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CONVERGENCE OF DIFFERENCE SCHEMES WITH HIGH 

RESOLUTION FOR CONSERVATION LAWS 

GUI-QIANG CHEN AND JIAN-GUO LIU 

ABSTRACT. We are concerned with the convergence of Lax-Wendroff type 
schemes with high resolution to the entropy solutions for conservation laws. 
These schemes include the original Lax-Wendroff scheme proposed by Lax 
and Wendroff in 1960 and its two step versions-the Richtmyer scheme and the 
MacCormack scheme. For the convex scalar conservation laws with algebraic 
growth flux functions, we prove the convergence of these schemes to the weak 
solutions satisfying appropriate entropy inequalities. The proof is based on de- 
tailed LP estimates of the approximate solutions, H-1 compactness estimates 
of the corresponding entropy dissipation measures, and some compensated 
compactness frameworks. Then these techniques are generalized to study the 
convergence problem for the nonconvex scalar case and the hyperbolic systems 
of conservation laws. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We are interested in the convergence of finite difference schemes with high reso- 
lution for conservation laws 

(l-l) atu + axj (U) = 0 v U(x, 0) = uo (x) E L2(R) n L'(R) . 
One of the most fundamental and important second-order finite difference schemes 
is the Lax-Wendroff scheme [11]. It is defined by 

I,+ 1 r& n 1 + A2n f(,uj ?Un1 
(1.2) u u - -Af (u7) + -- _ 23)A+f(u )) 

+ AnA- (tJ1/ 2A +f (u ) +u7)3 

where un = U(Xi,tn), tn = ZXiTk, x = jh, An = Tn/h, A+uj = Uj+l- Uj 

Aouj = Uj+1 - uji, Auj = uj - uj-, and /n+1/2 ? < 3o0 < /n+1/2 < /1 < +o, 
is a smooth function of 0 and uj>+1 (e.g. /3n+1/2 = const. in [11]). Moreover, this 
scheme has to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition 

(1.3) so = max(An max If/(Un)l) < 

for stabilization in general. 
This scheme is designed to have the following desirable computational features: 

conservation form, three-point dependence, second-order accuracy on the smooth 
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regions of solutions, and stabilization for the convex case for /0 > 0 and E0 < 1. 
When /3+1/2 = 0, the Lax-Wendroff scheme serves as not only a simple mode 
for the physical phenomenon of the dissipation-dispersion couplings, but also an 
example of dispersive schemes that do not converge in the sense of strong topology 
(cf. [10]). Indeed, as observed by Harten-Hyman-Lax [7] and Majda-Osher [14], [15], 
the second-order numerical viscosity /7+1/2 > 3o > 0 in this scheme is essential to 
guarantee that the numerical solutions are nonlinearly stable and converge to the 
physical solutions. The main role of the factor IA +f'(u0)I in the third term of the 
scheme (1.3) is to reduce effectively viscosity in the smooth regions of solutions to 
produce sharp discontinuities in numerical computations. Such a scheme does not 
have a TVD property. 

The main objective of this paper is to prove the convergence of the Lax-Wendroff 
approximate solutions to the entropy solutions and to provide an analytical ap- 
proach for such a convergence analysis for high-order finite difference schemes, 
which do not preserve BV (and even L' bound). This is motivated by the fact 
that any high-resolution difference scheme cannot, in general, preserve BV for the 
hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, especially for the nonstrictly hyperbolic 
case and the multidimensional case. Since our analysis is qualitative, we will always 
assume that /0 is suitably large and 60 is suitably small to make our analysis more 
convenient without loss of our purpose. One can follow our analysis to get the op- 
timal constants for 30 and 60 from this approach for some concrete equations. Our 
analysis is based on careful LP estimates of the approximate solutions, H-1 com- 
pactness estimates of the corresponding entropy dissipation measures, and some 
compensated compactness frameworks. 

In Section 2 we describe some compensated compactness theorems for conserva- 
tion laws, which guarantee the convergence of the finite difference schemes provided 
that the corresponding approximate solutions satisfy these frameworks. Since these 
compactness frameworks do not need the BV estimates, this enables us to carry 
through our analysis by using the LP estimates and the H-1 compactness estimates, 
which are weaker than the BV estimates in general. 

Section 3 is devoted to the estimates of the Lax-Wendroff approximate solutions 
to the convex scalar conservation laws. We obtain the uniform LP estimates of the 
approximate solutions and the H-1 compactness estimates of the corresponding 
entropy dissipation measures by analyzing carefully the properties of this scheme 
and by developing some useful estimate techniques. A global entropy error estimate 
is also obtained to ensure the consistency of this scheme with the scalar conservation 
laws. 

In our analysis we need a technical assumption of the algebraic growth of flux 
functions. This is because we do not require the L' bound or the BV bound for 
the Lax-Wendroff approximate solutions to achieve our goal. One difficulty in the 
analysis is the fact that the dissipation is third-order in the Lax-Wendroff scheme, 
comparing with the second-order dissipation in the first-order schemes. All these 
terms need to be carefully combined into a third-order term or a term consisting 
of square products of second-order differences with a favorable sign. Moreover, the 
factor in each combined third-order difference needs to be bounded by the growth 
factor in the dissipative term in each cell. Some special treatment is also made 
since the Lax-Wendroff scheme is a three-point scheme. A requirement of small 
CFL number is made here to use the grid ratio A to control some growth factors. 
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In order to get the compactness of entropy dissipation measures, we estimate certain 
entropy inequalities with a higher growth rate. 

These techniques are generalized to study the convergence of the Lax-Wendroff 
scheme for the nonconvex scalar case in Section 4 and for the hyperbolic systems 
of conservation laws in Section 5, and to prove the convergence of the Richtmyer 
scheme [22] and the MacCormack scheme [13]-two step versions of the Lax-Wendroff 
schemes in Section 6, which are widely used in industry and engineering. 

In connection with earlier work on the Lax-Wendroff type schemes, we recall that 
Majda and Osher [14], [15] showed the L2-stability for general scalar conservation 
laws, the entropy consistency for the boundedly convergent approximate solutions 
for the semi-discrete cases as well as the complete-discrete scheme for the time- 
independent cases of general systems endowed with a convex entropy, the efficient 
choices of artificial viscosity such as the switching techniques, and the validity of 
the CFL number in their analysis. Many of their techniques have been melted into 
our analysis. We also refer to [25] for the stability of the local discrete shock profile 
for the Lax-Wendroff scheme. 

Regarding work on the convergence analysis of full discrete high-resolution finite 
difference schemes, we refer to [4] and the references cited therein for the flux-limit 
schemes with slope modification or antidiffusive flux approach, which preserve L' 
bound. Since the Lax-Wendroff type schemes do not have a TVD property, our 
analysis consists of two steps: One is to prove the convergence, which is an essential 
difficulty here and is, however, automatically ensured by the Helly principle for the 
TVD or TVB schemes, and the other is to verify the entropy consistency. The 
convergence analysis of TVD or TVB schemes focus mainly upon the second step 
for the scalar case, that is, the consistency proof. The convergence of a class of 
semi-discrete generalized MUSCL schemes for the strictly convex case was obtained 
in [19]. For the semi-discrete MUSCL scheme for the convex scalar conservation 
laws, some consistency results were announced in [12], [31]. 

2. COMPACTNESS FRAMEWORKS 

In this section we discuss some compactness frameworks for the approximate 
solutions for subsequent developments. A pair of functions (rj(u), q(u)) is called an 
entropy-entropy flux pair if they satisfy q'(u) = r('(u)f'(u). For the scalar case, 
any function is an entropy function. In the following theorem and the analysis in 
Section 3 and Section 4, we will denote entropy jo (u) = 1u2 for the convex case 
and rqo(u) = f (u) for the general case. 

Theorem 2.1. Consider the scalar conservation laws (1.1) satisfying meas{u 
f"(u) = O} = 0. Let Uh(X, t) be numerical approximate solutions of (1.1) satisfying 
the following conditions: 

(1) Uh is bounded in LP for some p > 2 and (f (Uh), ri (Uh), qo (Uh)) is bounded in 

(2) The dissipation measuresatUh +aXf (Uh) and atiO (Uh) +axqO(Uh) are compact 
in Hjo 1; 

(3) For any C2 convex entropy pair (rq(u), q(u)), atq(Uh) + axq(Uh) < o(1) in 1', 
provided that Jrq(u)l + Jq(u)J < M(1 + jujr), r < p. 

Then there is a subsequence (still denoted as) Uh such that Uh (X, t) -? u(x, t) a. e. 
as h -? 0 and u is the entropy solution of (1.1) satisfying at'q(u)+axq(u) < 0 in 1D' 
for any C2 convex entropy pair (i/, q). 
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We remark that, for general conservation laws, the conditions (1) and (2) imply 
that w- lim f(uh) = f(w- lim uh) in L2 and the condition (3) implies the following 
entropy condition for the Young measures vat, determined by the Lax-Wendroff 
approximate solutions uh (x, t), 

at (vx,t, a) + ax (vx,t, q) < ? 

in the sense of distributions. We refer the reader to Chen-Lu [3] for a detailed 
discussion. The proof of the L? version of Theorem 2.1 can be found in [2], [3], 
[28] using the div-curl lemma of Tartar and Murat [28]. 

For a 2 x 2 system of conservation laws endowed with global Riemann invariants, 
we have the following similar framework. 

Theorem 2.2. Let Uh(X, t) be numerical approximate solutions of the 2 x 2 gen- 
uinely nonlinear and strictly hyperbolic system of conservation laws (1.1) satisfying 
the following conditions: 

(1) Uh is bounded in L?; 
(2) For any 02 entropy pair (ii, q), atq(Uh) + axq(uh) is compact in H`; 
(3) For any C2 convex entropy pair (m, q), a0(Uh) + axq(Uh) < o(1) in T'. 

Then there is a subsequence (still denoted as) Uh such that Uh(X, t) -? u(x, t) a.e. 
as h -? 0 and u is the entropy solution of (1.1) satisfying at17(u)+axq(u) < 0 in 1D' 
for any C2 convex entropy (r1, q) . 

This theorem is proved by DiPerna [5] by estimating the entropy dissipation 
measures and by using the Lax entropy pairs and the compensated compactness 
method. An alternative extension proof can be found in [16], [23]. Finally we state 
the following two lemmas, which can be found in [17] and [2], respectively. 

Lemma 2.1. The embedding of the positive cone of W-1'P in Wl-,l'q is completely 
continuous for all q < p. 

Lemma 2.2. Let Q C Rn be a bounded open set. Then 

(compact set of Wn-j~(Q)) n (bounded set of Wipr (Q)) 

c (compact set of H 1 (Q)), 

where q and r are constants, 1 < q < 2 < r < ox. 

3; CONVEX SCALAR CONSERVATION LAWS 

In this section we are concerned with the Lax-Wendroff approximate solutions 
of the scalar conservation laws (1.1) with flux function f (u) satisfying 

(3.1) f"(u) ?co >0, f(k)(u) _O(|Ulmk), for Jul > 1, k = O, 1, 2. 

For convenience, we write the Lax-Wendroff scheme (1.2) into the form 

(3.2) u1 =u7 +F7+Hjn+Jn 3 3 

where 

(3.3) F7 = - \Aof(un), 11n = 1A2A ((A+f3u)) 1 

J =j 
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with 

13j/= 2 j+1/2 + s a(i 2 ) - + f)u)/ - =3j+1/2 +O(A>na'|). 
JA+a(u0)j3 

From u7, we construct the Lax-Wendroff approximate solutions on R 2 

(3.4) Uh(x, t) u=, for (x, t) E [xj-1/2, Xj+l/2) X [tn, tn+1) 

Then we have the following main convergence theorem of this section. 

Theorem 3.1. Let Uh(X, t) be the Lax- Wendroff approximate solutions (3.4) of the 
scalar conservation laws (1.1) and (3.1). Assume that the coefficient /30 > 0 is 
suitably large and the CFL number eo given by (1.3) is suitably small. Then there 
exists a subsequence strongly converging to the entropy solution of (1.1) satisfying 
the following entropy condition &tr(U) + &xq(u) < 0 in l' for any C2 convex 
entropy pair (rq, q) satisfying q(k)(U) O(JUlr-k), for Jul > 1, 0 < k < r < 4m. 

The proof consists of the following three subsections in which we check the three 
conditions in Theorem 2.1, respectively. For simplicity of our proof, we drop the 
subscript n and use the following notations: 

fj = f(u7)) aj = a(u7), aj+l/2 = a( + 3 +) 

j= i(u,), vj = i='(u7) (0) = 

where ij is an entropy function of (1.1). We first introduce the following three 
technical lemmas. 

Lemma 3.1. If g'(u) > co > 0 and g(k)(U) = CkUm-k(I +o(1)) , Jul 1, for some 
constants Ck, k = 0, 1, 2, then there is i >> 1 and al > 0 such that 

9 (u) 9 (?) > (max(IuLIvD), with @(s)= {9(s) ' - 
> 

The proof is straightforward and hence is omitted. 
Summing by parts, one has 

Lemma 3.2. If {aj} and {bj} are two arbitrary sequences, then 

(3.5) A+(ajAobj) = Ao(ajA+bj) + A/(A+ajA+bj), 

and 

(3.6) 2 Z ajbj Aobj = Z(A+bj)2A+aj - b?,Aoaj, 

provided that the above sums make sense. 

Proof. The formula (3.6) comes from a direct computation. Notice that 

Ao(ajbj) = ajAobj + bj3oaj + A/(A+ajA+bj). 

Multiplying both sides of the above equation by bj, taking sum for j, and summing 
by parts, one arrives at (3.7). 0 

Using the relation rq'f = q', expanding q at uj in the intervals [uj-1,uj] and 
[uj, uj+i], and using the integration by parts, one has 
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Lemma 3.3. If (ri, q) is an entropy pair of (1.1), then 

I = Aoq 1 // (-A Uj)2 +aj _ /,A_ ((A+Uj)2aj) 
fUj+1 

+ n (Uj - s)2a/(s) ds 
Uj-1 

rUj+l U 

+ I2 (j) j (uj - s)2a(s) ds + 2ii"'Q(j-) j (uj- s)2a(s) ds, 
3. 3. - 1 

where (j-i and (j are some values in [uji, uj] and [uj, uj+i], respectively. 

Proof. Using the relation r f' q' and expanding q at uj in the intervals [upi, uj] 
and [u, uj+1], one has 

rU3+1 

j/Aofj = Aoqj + r' j (uj - s)a(s) ds 
3. - 1 

+ 2 (rj" ) j (Uj - s)2a(s) ds + 2 a/// (ij - I) J (Uj - s)2a(s) ds, 
3j j-1 

for some (j E [uj, uj+I] and (j-I E [uj-i, u]. Now using the integration by parts 
to the second term on the right-hand side of the above equation, we obtain the 
lemma. M 

We remark here that we split the remainders in Lemma 3.3 into two cells 

[uji,,uj] and [ujsuj+i]. A basic reason for this is that we do not require the 

L' bound of the approximate solutions, and thus need to control the growth rate. 
This kind of splitting techniques will be used in several places in this section. 

3.1. LV estimate. We now verify the first condition of Theorem 2.1 for the Lax- 
Wendroff scheme (3.2)-(3.3). Since the flux function has the algebraic growth rate 
m, we only need to show that Uh is bounded in L2 and L4"-2. The method used 
here is to estimate the entropy function q with certain required growth rate. In 
order to control the growth rate in the compactness analysis in Subsection 3.3, we 
estimate the entropy with a growth rate slightly more than that required in this 
subsection. For this reason, we choose a strictly convex entropy function 

(3.7) ( ) 4m(4m-1) 2 

and estimate the bound of E q7(uO) for the Lax-Wendroff scheme Un. 

We first expand the time increment of E q(ujn) and split it into three terms: 

-n+) - q(ujn)) = ZI((uD(ui+1 - un) + 1 Zr (n)((Un+ 1 - un)2 

(3.8) 4m 

+? l -(k)(o)(n+ I Ujn)k I, + '2 + I3, 
k=3 j 

which will be estimated in this subsection, where we used the exact expansion to 
the highest order to avoid the remainder in [us, u. 1], which is difficult to control. 
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Estimate of II. Plugging (3.2) into II, one has 

(3.9) Ii= E+Z 4Hj+Zr Fj3. 

To estimate the first term, one uses the expression of Jj in (3.3), the summation 
by parts, and Lemma 3.1 to get 

(3.10) Zr7Jj = -AZ37+l/2A+r'JA+ajI/\+uj < -A3oZ , 4(sj) IA+Uj 13 

where 

Cs 5m-4 S>U 
(3.11) sj = max(ljuj, Iuj?iI), 4(s) = CS S>U 

Co, < , 

for some constant c > 0. Note that (3.10) is the sum of products of three first-order 
differences due to the fact that the viscosity term is second-order accurate. This is 
the main dissipative term that is used to control all of the error terms. 

In estimating the second term, one uses the summation by parts and the expres- 
sion of Hj in (3.3), and substitutes the expansion 

(3.12) A+ = <Aru1j + 1 r'/1(j)(A+u)2, 

in the resulting terms to get 

Zr =Hj = -A2 2)2 A+ 

(3.13) uj 
= _ 1 AK2 Z (,A+fj)2 - 

2 
(j)(A j)2A+ 2 4 

We use the term of the right-hand side in (3.10) to control the second term in (3.13). 

Notice that there is a factor (A+Uj)3 in the second term that can be clearly con- 

trolled by the term.of the right-hand side in (3.10). The factor in front of the 

difference is of growth rate 2(m - 1) + 4m -4 = 6(m -1) that is larger than 5m -4 

in (3.11). Noting that there is also a parameter A2 in front of this factor, therefore, 

we can use the fact AIA/+fj/A+ujl < ?o to control certain powers of the growth 

rate to obtain 

(3.14) E r4 Hj < - ' ,2S (A fj)2 + AEoCE 4(sj)IA+UjI3 

j j j 

for some positive constant C > 0. This kind of simple techniques will be used in 

several places in the rest of this section and we will omit the detailed explanations. 

Here and henceforth, we use the notations (j and (j as some values in [uj, Uj+l], 
and C is a positive constant, independent of the grid size h, the CFL number, the 

viscosity constant A, and the numerical solution Uh. In different contexts, they may 

have different values. 
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Now we estimate the term Ej 'Fj - Writing the expression of Fj in (3.3) in the 
integral form and using the conservative property of entropy, one has 

Z Fj =-1 A ?7'(uj) J t+1 a(s) ds 
j j~~~~~~~~~U '-i1 

U ?+1 

+ 2A ' (,i) f ()'(uj)) a(s) ds 

j U1- 

+ lAEr/""(Uj)j (s - uj)2a(s) ds 
3, - 1 

+ 'AE (4j -0 (S -Uj)2 a(s) d 

Applying the following integration by parts to the first term in the right-hand side 
of the above equality 

r~~~~~~j~~~~~~l~U + U1 

,/ (s - u)a(s) ds = 2(A\j)2A+a A- ] / (s-u1)2a'(s)ds, 

and plugging the above two estimates back into (3.15), we obtain 

(3.16) Z rujFJ ? ACZE 4(sj)IA/+u3I3. 
j j 

Finally, one uses (3.10), (3.14), and (3.16) to get the following estimate: 

(3.17) 

<i -A10 E 4(s)jlA~uaj 3 - P>2 ZruJ'(A~fj)2 + A(1 + eo)CZ ?1(s~)jlA~uj 13. 
j j i 

Estimate of '2. Substituting (3.2) into '2 in (3.8), one has the expansion 

(3.18) '2 = Z ru"(uj)(Ff2+ Hj+ 2FjHj + Jf + 2J3(F + H3)) 
j 

We now estimate i2 term by term. In estimating the first term in (3.18), one uses 
the identity 

(3. 19) (Af1)2 = 2(A+f1)2 + 2(Af1)2 - (AA_ (fj)2 

and a direct estimate of Fj from its expression in (3.3) to get 

S ri"F2 = j 2 5jr4((A)fd)= + (Atf j)2) - 2 5 a( 
3 j j 

= <2 5 ru'(ASfj)2 - j A2 E ruj'(AfA +fj)2 + EA2 Z A rSj(AAfj)2. 
i j j 
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In the first and third terms on the right-hand side of the above inequality, one 
uses the Taylor expansion for A?+fj and some simple calculations used in estimat- 
ing (3.13) to obtain 

S r('F2 ?A2 5JaJ+1/2(A+Uj)2 - 42 5/(AA+fj) 

(3.20) J J 
+ AEoC5E (sj)IA+ujI 

i 

Notice that the first term on the right-hand side of (3.20) is exactly the same as the 
second term on that of (3.17) except with a different sign, which cancel each other. 
The second term on the right-hand side of (3.20) is a sum of squares of second-order 
differences in a favorable sign. We will use it to control a similar term below. 

To estimate the second term in (3.18), we use the identity 

(3.21) A- (( f+)) = A- +fj Af- ?A+fA j f) 

and directly estimate the expression of Hj in (3.3) to get 

5 'H? <?)'4A5r (A-Af)2 (/2if; )2 

j j~~4A+f 

+ 'A4 /(A\fj)2(A (- f)) 

The first term on the right-hand side of the above inequality can be controlled by 
the second term on the right-hand side of (3.20) in view of the fact that the CFL 
number is less than 1. The last term of the above inequality involves three points. 
Hence we split it into the following two terms by using the Taylor expansion for a 
in the intervals [uj-,, uj] and [uj, uj+i]: 

4 7(/Af j)2(A (A f <)) 2 2AE 3 EZ<(A+Uj)2(a (A f)) 
j7 j~ A+uj 

<A 0? E j la ((j_j) l l/\uj l (/\+ 

+ A43 I a'(,j) J|A + uj |(A+Uj)2. 

The last term only involves two points and hence can be directly estimated. In the 
last second term, we use the H6lder inequality to split it again to obtain 

S7j la'(Qji1)||A/ujV(/A+Uj)2 < lUj 14m-2l IS,1m-2IAUjl(A\Uj)2 

< C E,(Sj) IA+Uj 13. j ~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 
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The methods used here will be applied to estimating the similar terms. With the 
above three estimates, we arrive at 

(3.22) 

% 2 E 2 ~~~(A~f, I) 2 

The third term in (3.18) consists of products of a factor of first-order difference and 
a factor of second-order difference, we utilize a symmetric property to transform it 
into a sum of products of three differences. In doing this, we first split the positive 
function r1", and sum by parts to get 

-- >A3 E By. 0 f 3A _ ( ( A +)2) 

- 

-4A35 E Aofj [A( (I (A f32") ) (A~f, )2 
1 

(3.23) = A4u3 (E<+A + < 43f J ) 

=1H ' ( ?l'+3A+ 4Af AefO 

+ -A3 - 2;Af3A XA+%_ ? 

Now the last term consists of products of three differences and hence can be di- 
rectly estimated. The first term has some symmetric property after switching the 
difference operator i\+ with A\0. This can be done by using Lemma 3.2 as follows. 

(4^+J~t+(A fj)A+fi =S( mASt04^ fa)A+ i 

?+ r('Afj)_(A+A r4A+ +fj)Af 

Again the last term in the above equality is a sum of products of three differences in 
uj and hence can be estimated directly. The first term can now be transformed into 
a sum of products of three differences by using Lemma 3.3 where bs are replaced 

by f oA nsfa 

(3.24) 

(4A~fj~to(X~f2(A+t=t fa 9 ai 

3~~~~~~~~~Au - (4A+ f )2 ((A+ f 

Finally, combining all the estimates (3.23)-(3.24), we arrive at 

(3.25) E'FJHJ ? A~-C 
3 5 (s3)IA+uj133 . 

i 3 
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Estimating the remainder three terms in (3.18) is rather simple since each of 
them consists of more than three difference factors. We estimate them as follows: 

(3.26) 

E 'Jf 3 jAZ (z(!+1/21A a3 IA+uj))2 ? A6o!34CZE(S3)KN.?ujl3 
i i 3 

and 

(3.27) 

2 rj'Jj(Fj + H3) = -A2 Zn1j/37?l,21AIa1IA+uj)Aofj 
Li L~~~~~~~i 

? 3 Z r'A- (/+1/2 KA+a lA+8u)A- (aj+l/2A+fj) 
j 

< A(eo + E2)31C Z 4(Sj)lA+ UjI3 
j 

The estimate of I2 is now completed by combining (3.20) and (3.22) with (3.25)- 
(3.27). 

12K12 Z 2 al/(A+Uj)2 -A2 Z(1 -~ 2 1>E lqj I 
/2 j-12 12(-22~ /2)77 -Ajj 

(3.28) 
+?Aeo ( 1 +~ ?o?+?o + i1 + t2)C Z41 (Sj) IA+ Uj3 

j 

Estimate of I3. The estimate of I3 is rather easy. We first substitute the expan- 
sion of Un+1 - 0 in (3.2)-(3.3) into I3 to get 

4m 3k 

(3.29) jI31 < Z 3!Z 71(k)(n)I (IFjuk + tHjIk + IJ3Ik) 
k=3 j 

Using the expressions in (3.3), we have 

(3.30) 
4m k / 

I ?S S < _ k)(u7)j (\kIA fJIk + AkI &fjIk + A2kfa31/2A fjlIk 
k=3 3 

+ A2k laj-1/2-fjIk + (2AOtN)k1,A\+ajA+uj Ik + (2A/3 )k /aj\ ujIk) 

4m 

< ACE7( 0 0? 0? p1) @s~A 

k=3 j 

We have now estimated all I,, I2, and I3. Using (3.17), (3.28), and (3.30), we 
obtain 

(,jn+- _17) ? --,o 
< 

(sJ)_A aA 13- 8A2(1- 2E) 277/(zA +fj)2 
Li j~~~~,3 jD(j ~a ' 
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Choosing !0 large and Eo/31 small, one has 

Z (ri+1 - An) <-AC1 A E (s,)jA+aj3 -A C2 A A- fj)2. 
3 3j 

This gives the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.1. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.1, we have 

(3.31) ZriO(un )h+A E 4D(s ) | 1+ 3 h + A2 E (A A/f (Uk ))2h < C 
.1 k<n; k<n;j 

where r1 is the entropy function given by (3.7). 

As an immediate consequence, we have 

Corollary 3.1. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.1, we have 

J|UhllLh4- + 
I (f (Uh),r0o(Uh),qO(Uh)) L4nQ/(2m-l) < C) C independent of h, 

where (rio, qO) is the entropy pair given by (2.2). 

3.2. Entropy inequality. We now estimate the entropy inequalities as stated in 
the third condition in Theorem 2.1 for the entropy functions of form 

(3.32) t1(k)(U) _ O(Iu121-k), for Jul > 1, k = 0,1,. ,2f, 

where f < 2m is a positive integer. In the next subsection, we will use the integer 
f < (13m-3)/6 in the compactness arguments. We will always take f < (3m+1)/2 
for using Theorem 2.1 to ensure the entropy inequalities. For any q(x, t) E Co, 
q5> 0, denote on = q4(X3 tn) and 

Ih(q5)- h o, n (7ri(U~n+l) -_ r(U1n)) + Ah on(q(un q(Un 
in jn 

We decompose Ih into the following three terms that are similar to (3.8). 

IhG(X) = h a: ,O Jj + h a,5)riHj + h Eq>r4F3 + AAoq3) 
jn un j,n 

+ 1hZ r>n '(Jj2 + H) + 2F HJ + J2 + 2J (F3 + H3)) 
An 

(3.33) 2f- 1 
o(kk + h 1Z k) (F + Hj + Jj) 

k=3 jn 

+ h(2f)! Z<>jn,(21) (*)(Fj + Hj + j 
jAn 

h (+ i2h (X) + 3h 

Notice that there is a remainder term in I3 with * E [up,u'?n+1]. This term can 

be estimated by using the fact that 11(21) is uniformly bounded for the entropy 
functions of form (3.32). We now estimate all these terms in the same order as those 
in Subsection 3.1 to keep consistency. We will skip some parts of the estimates, 
which are similar to the corresponding parts in the previous subsection. 
Estimate of Ih. Similar to the estimate (3.10), one can use the identity 

(3.34) Ad (on5r) = j (on + o?n1) A\ + 2( 77+ 41) A + on 
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and the expression of Jj in (3.3) to get 

ntr4J1 =(- o 0 Aajl+ + uj 0. 
'J E j. ~ 

j,n j,n 

2 ~.AZ/37 1/2 (~1j + 1Aj+A1 )/Anu'. 
in 

Applying Lemma 3.1 to the first term on the right-hand side and estimating the 
second term directly, one has 

>n I J- < - iAo / (on + on1+)4)(sj) IA +uj 3 

(3.35) + C ( AAn 
+ A031C E Sj 4b(Sj) |/+Ujl12lA/\Onl 

j,n 

where sj and Jb(s) are determined by (3.11). With this good term in our hands, we 
now estimate other terms. Notice that 

{ 
(t H= _1 

p2 ?7A+uKj ( j 2 32 A r~+u +<j \ 
j,n j,n An 

As in estimating (3.13)-(3.14), expanding A+qjr and A+fj in the first term on the 
right-hand side of the above equality and estimating the resulting terms directly, 

we have 

E qn3qHj < 2 
EA2 jq$7r'( A+fj)2 o+ +oC ~ q (Sj) IA+AUj 13 

(3.36) j,n j,n j,n 

+ AEoC E sj(sj) A+j 12 IA+ onI 
j,n 

Using Lemma 3.4, one has 

Zbn (r4jFj + 
1 
AAoqj) =-2A ? jq _> of - Aoqj) 

j,n j,n 

- 4A Aq5(r4(A+ui)2+aj -N u s)2 a(s) ds) 
j,n 3J 

- A Z q>aj A+r //(A+Uj)2 - 4A E ?7j+Iaj (,A+Uj) 2\+ o 
j,n j,n 

_ 'A ?)n7/t()X (l- a(s) ds +71"'((j-i) (U (t-)C(s) ds] 
j,n 3 ( - - l 

Each term on the right-hand side of the above equality is the sum of products of 

three differences and, therefore, can be directly estimated by similar arguments as 

in (3.15)-(3.16). 

5>jn (7jr Fj + 'AA o qj) 
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Using (3.35)-(3.37), we have 

Ih(q) < -1 !3h (o$n + on ?) (Sj) IAu3 + - 1 A2h S n,,,/(A+f 
j,n j,n 

(3.38) + A(l + EO + /1)ChS [(on + o+1)>(Sj)I Al+U1 
j,n 

+ sjp(sj) |Auj 2 jA+?nj] 

Estimate of Ih. Using the identity (3.19), one can decompose the first term in 
Ih and estimate similar to that of (3.20) to obtain 

(3.39) 

5qXjnlr4'Fj2 = 25q5n(r4' +r4?1)(A+fj )2 _ 'A 2 nr (A A f) 2 

3,n jm j,n 

+<2 'A qa?/+1(A\uj)2/ -on 

jn 

< 2E 4na 2 i( + ) 2 _ 2 E) onqjl ( \_ /\+fjj 

3,n jn 

+ A C E(on + Aon )4C(sj)q|+aj 13 + Sj) Au(Sj) I. U312 IA+ oI 
3,n 

Estimating the second term of I2h is similar to that of (3.21)-(3.22) by 

ofnqj//Hj2 < 1 4 
onj77) (,A_ A+fj (/ Auj 

2 

(3.40) j,njn 

+AE\?3C (O>n + o>nl )4p(Sj) | A+Ujl3. 
3,n 

The main idea in estimating the third term in I2h is to utilize the symmetric property. 
It involves some similar techniques as in estimating (3.23) and (3.24). We omit 
detailed calculations here and write down the resulting terms as follows: 

5 q5>4'F3H3 =H-3 3 5Onqj/AOf/A j~~m j~- m 
j A u3 

j,n 3,n 

+ j3 /[(\ /-)2A(A0 ( )A\ fi) 

+ q5/Aoff (A\f-) A 
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Clearly the terms on the right-hand side of the above equality are the sums of three 
difference products of 0 and hence can be estimated directly. 

E q$n//F3Hj < AE 2C E (on + on 1) (Sj) IA+Uj I 

(3.41) ,n jn 

+ AE2C sj4D(sj)/A\+uj2(/Aq+5nj + 1ZAq5nj) 
j,n 

The remainder three terms in I2h can be similarly estimated as in the estimates (3.26) 
and (3.27). 

q 5n,4// '2 + 2 n 
5 114' Jj (Fj + H3) 

(3.42) j,n j,n 

< AEo(/1 + /w)CE(o + on3).(S7)|A+Ujj 
j,n 

Therefore, combining (3.39)-(3.40) with (3.41)-(3.42), we have the following esti- 
mate for I2 

Ih(q5) K 'A2h E 5jr'(A+fj)2 -A2h 
on 

(I -2)qj (AA+fj) 
j,n j,n 

(3.43) + ACEo(1 + 0 +E o2 + 3 + 32)hh(q5n +on j)>I(sj)A+U1 j3 
j,n 

+A Eo(1 + EO)Ch Esj4(sj) A+u1 2(jA+oqnI + 1Aq j5). 

j,n 

Estimating I3 is straightforward as in that of (3.29) and (3.30). One can obtain 

4m 

(3.44) I3h (0) < ACh E(E k-1 + E 2k-1 + Eok-lok)E(on+ on 1)4b(Sj)IA+ 3. 
k=3 j,n 

Finally, we have the following estimate of Ih after combining (3.38) with (3.43)- 
(3.44): 

Ih(?5) <-K iA3oh (o5n + on1>) ((Sj) IA +Uj 13 
j,n 

-A2 (-1-22)h - 2ejh 5 (/_\fj)2 

j,n 

+ A(1 + Eo + I)Ch Es (sj ) ASj +u3 lAj2(/Aq+onj + 1ZAq5nj) 
3,n 

4m 

+ AC(1 + + E0p + ok-11k~h (on + oCn 1) 4D(S )I A+U 13. +AC I+2h E1>0s)1 u0 ~ 
k=2 j,n 

Choose !0 large and Eo!1 small. Then we have 

Ih(?$) < - A3oh (q5n + o>n. j)(s7) Alu+jj3 
3,n 

+ AOCh E Sj (Sj) |A+Ujj2 (jt+onj + lAqnj) 
j,n 
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Now we deal with the last term in the above inequality. From the H6lder in- 
equality, one has 

Ah sjA4(sj)I Al+u1 (I A\+0j I + IA _0jb 1) < Ah1+a jq$ c, E (Sj)Sj(A+U)2 
j,n (x3 )tn) EQ 

< Ch-1/3| ~l ca (~x ~ E ~ 9m+3Th) 1/3 AEu <>( +3h)12/3 

(z7 3 tn)(EQ (X3 Itn)E Q 

Let 6f - 9m + 3 < 4m. Then 

AhEsj4(sj) A+ujj2( A qnj + IAfnl) < Cha-1/3 q c. 

jn 

Substituting it back to (3.33), we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.2. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.1, 

(3.45) 

;on (1(Un+ -1) (Ujn))h + A on;q? (q(un+i) - q(uJ1))h < Cha-1/3 110qfc- 

jin nj, 

holds for any q E CO, 0 > 0, where (ri, q) is the entropy pair given by (3.32). 

3.3. H-1 compactness of entropy dissipation measures. For the entropy 
pair (rq q), we define the following functional as the entropy dissipation measures 

(3.46) Mh(q) = JJ(r(uh)&t5 + q(Uh)&0xq) dxdt, 0 E Co 

for the approximate solutions uh (x, t) defined by (3.4). In this subsection, we will 
show that Mh is compact in H-1 for the entropy pairs (u, f(u)) and (r%0, qo) with 
rqo(u) = u2. 

From Proposition 3.1, we can easily get from the Holder inequality that IMh(q$)l 
< C11q51 Wl,(2m+l)/(4m) . Hence Mh is bounded in W1 lq for q= 2m-1 > 2. Lemma 2.2 
tells us that Mh is compact in HCO- as long as we can prove that Mh is compact in 

W1J01,P for some p < 2. We define the following two functional: 

(3.47) Ih(q$) = E$ ?(,r(un+l) - r/(u"n))h + 'A Ej7on (q(ujn+i) -q(Un J) h, 
jn jn 

and A h(q$) = Ih(q5) + Mh(q5) for any strictly convex entropy (ri, q) and q$ E CO. It 
is easy to show that 

(3.48) 

Ah(a) = - - r/) J / (q(x tn+1) - q(xj, tn)) dx 

jn (t-112 

/tn+ 1 1 (q3 3n (20(xj+1/2, t)-(j )(X lvt) d 

j _tn 
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Estimating directly and using the H6lder inequality and Proposition 3. 1, one obtains 

(3.49) 

IAh(q)I <lq5Ic1 E ( 7+1 - 7nIh1+ + I qn+1 - qnIT h) 
(x3 ,tn) EQ 

<h+ lq$ica E (h+ ) j ? 1H1ck ? jj jk) + AIq'(ej) A+uj') 

(x3 )tn )EQ k=1 

< ACh1+llq5lcc S p(Sj)1/3IA+Un 

(x3 ,tn)EQ 

< Al/3Ch0-2/3,1101c. - O. for 2 < < 1. 3 

This implies that Ah is compact in Wlo1'P1 for P1 < 2 < 2. We know from 10C 1+a 

Proposition 3.2 that 'h can be split as Ih(q) = Ijh(q) + 42h(q) such that 

(3.50) Ilh < 0, 1I2h(q) < Ch -/3 . 

Consequently, we have that I2h is compact in W1P2 for 1 < P2 < 2. The remainder 
is to show that Ih is also compact in WI1O"P for some p < 2. Since Ih is negative due 
to (3.50), we know from Lemma 2.1 that we only need to show that I1h is bounded 
in W7-"P for some p < 2. This is a direct consequence of (3.46), (3.49), and (3.50). 
Thus, we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.3. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.1, 

(3.51) &tUh + &xf (Uh), &t90(Uh)+ ?s qo(Uh) are compact in H1 

where (rio, qo) is the entropy pair given by (2.2). 

As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, Corollary 3.1, Proposition 3.2, and Proposi- 
tion 3.3, we conclude Theorem 3.1 for the convex scalar conservation laws. 

4. EXTENSION TO THE NONCONVEX CASE 

For the nonconvex scalar conservation laws, the second-order numerical viscosity 
term 

AA- (O7+l/2 3+f'(u)A+u ) 

is degenerate at the points {u I f"(u) = 0}. Typically such a degenerate point 
occurs near the contact discontinuities, which is quite sensitive to the stability of 
the discontinuities. 

To assume the stability, we consider the following second-order numerical vis- 
cosity in the Lax-Wendroff schemes: 

(4.1) AA- (O7+l/2lA+u A+u ) 

with Aj+l/2 E (io + O(ja'D),i0 + O(ja'D)), io > 0, for the nonconvex scalar case. 
This covers both the convex case (the convexity implies i0 > 0) and the non- 

convex case. With such a numerical viscosity we can use the same arguments as in 
Section 3, when C > 1 and 60 < 1, to obtain the same viscosity estimate 

(4.2) 5D(sj) un -ujn+1 13h < C 
j'n 
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and entropy estimate 

(4.3) 77Z(u+ 1) < E>r(un) 
j j 

for q" = u4m. Using these estimates, we can similarly verify that the corresponding 
approximate solutions Uh (x, t) satisfy the three conditions in Theorem 2.1 for any 
convex entropy pair. Therefore we have the following convergence theorem for the 
scalar conservation laws (1.1) whose flux functions satisfy 

(4.4) 

measju I f"(u)-?} = 0, f(k)(U) _ O(lUlm-k), for Jul > 1, 0 < k <Km. 

Theorem 4.1. Let Uh (X, t) be numerical approximate solutions, generated from the 
Lax- Wendroff scheme (1.2) endowed with the numerical viscosity (4.1), of the scalar 
conservation laws (1.1) satisfying (4.4). Assume that the coefficient 3o in (4.1) is 
suitably large and the CFL number so given by (1.4) is suitably small. Then the se- 
quence Uh has a strong convergent subsequence and the limit function is the entropy 
solution of (1.1) satisfying the entropy inequalities &tq(U) + &xq(u) < 0 in D', 
for any convex entropy pair (r1,q) satisfying 1(k)(U) O_(JUr-k), for Jul > 1, 
0 < k < r < 4m. 

Proof. Only one thing we should check is that, for any such a C2 entropy pair 
(rq(u), q(u)), &tr0(Uh) + sxq(uh) is compact in H1- 1. This can be achieved as follows. 
For any C2 entropy pair (ri, q), there exists Co > 0 such that 177"1 < Co 7q* I where 
rq* is a strictly convex entropy. Define i} = Cob* - r. Then -7 is a convex entropy. 
Noting that both &tii(Uh) + &xq(uh) and &tql*(Uh) + &xq*(uh) are compact sets in 

Hl170 one obtains that &trl(Uh)+ ? xq(uh) is compact in HC17J. This completes the 
proof. C 

Remark. The assumption (4.4) can be relaxed to more general flux functions for the 
Lax-Wendroff scheme. The strong convergence becomes weak one in L', r < 4m, 
and the limit function is the weak solution satisfying the entropy condition for 
the Young measures vxat determined by the Lax-Wendroff approximate solutions 
Uh (X, t): 

ot ( xt v) + ?3x (Ivxtv q) < 0) 

for any convex entropy pair (r, q) in the above theorem. 

5. EXTENSION TO HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 

We write the Lax-Wendroff scheme in the following form 

(5.1) u =un + Fn + H?J. 

Here 

(5.2) F7= =-2>;AAof M), H1 = '2A) -(a(uj ?U7+i 

Jjn = A A- (An+ l/2lA+UnlA+Ui ), 

where the scalar function o~n+1/2 > 3o > 0, for some p0, is smooth with respect to 
un and un+1 and is bounded from below. We assume that 

(5.3) sup Jujn < M. 
'nm 
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In this section we show the convergence of such a scheme for 2 x 2 systems and 
the entropy consistency of the boundedly convergent Lax-Wendroff approximate so- 
lutions with general hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with a convex entropy. 
This depends on the following estimates. 

5.1. Dissipation estimates. We first start with the entropy estimate. Let rq be 
a C2 convex entropy function. As in the scalar case, we take the Taylor expansion 
to the time increment of the entropy to get 

Z(r(uYn+1) - ,(un)) = Eq/(un)(Un+ - un) 
J j~~~~~~~~~~~ 3~~~~~~~~ 

+ I 
E (Un+ 1 _ Un )T ?7/n)(j+ 1 -nJ) (5.4) 3 3 3 3 3j~ 

3 

+ EZO (u+1 _ uj,13) _ 11 + 12 + 13. 

We will keep the same order of the estimates as in Section 3 and will only emphasize 
the new features, which are different from the scalar case. The arguments similar 
to those in Section 3 will be omitted. We point out here that some of the estimates 
in this section are simpler than the ones in Section 3 since we assumed the uniform 
boundedness of the approximate solutions. 
Estimate of I1. As in (3.11), we directly estimate that 

(5.5) Z(r4) Jj -AZE j+l/21A+U3 A+()'A+uJ ? 3 -A>oZ A+uj13, 
3 3 

using the expression of Jj in (5.2), the summation by parts, and the convexity of 
rq. This gives us the main dissipative term. Here we used the notation /j+1/2 = 

3(U3, Uj+I), which is a scalar function. We remark that (5.5) is the only place we 
restrict the viscosity 3(u , uj+i) to be a scalar function. 

As in estimating (3.13) and (3.14), we have 

Z(4)H 3 _ 2 (,A+r ) a+l/2A+fj 

(5-6) - 

i 

i j 
Notice that the necessary and sufficient condition for a function rq to be an entropy 
is that rq"f' is symmetric, that is, r'a1 = (a1)T'r'. One has from (5.6) 

(5.7) Z(r)'H = 1A2 Z(A+fj)''A+fj + AE0 , O(IA+uU 3). 

j ~~~~~i 3 
In estimating the first term of I1, we use the conservative property of entropy. 

Denote u- = I 
(U3-1 + U3+I). Similar to (3.16)-(3.17), one can obtain 

(5.8) 

'T 1-AZ( )/ 'T a(u + OAouj) dOou = AEo ZO(IA+U1). 
3 3 ~~~~11/2 

Combining (5.5) with (5.7)-(5.8), we have the following estimate of I1. 

(5.9) I1 < -A3o |A+ujl3 + AEoCjA+ujj3 - A2 Z(A+fj)T ,<A+f 
j~~~~~~~' j 

3 
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Estimate of 12. As in (3.19), we substitute (5.1)-(5.2) into 12 and have the follow- 
ing expansion. 

12 = 1E FTnJ'Fj + 1 E HfT.H3 + E FJT!HJ 

(5.10) 
?+ ZJ3TJ + ?ZJjTr4'(Fj + Hj). 

The estimate of the first term in (5.10) is similar to that in (3.20)-(3.22) by the 
identity (3.20). Putting all products of three differences together in O(IA/+u 13), 

one has 

a, FJ r(' Fj =A2 Z(A+fj)TqjfA+f 2 Z(AA+f ) // AA+fj 

(5.11) i i i 

+ AEo ZO(IA+ui 13). 

i 

The estimate of the second term in (5.10) is similar to that in (3.23)-(3.24). After 
putting all products of three differences in O( A/u+0), the remainder term is the 
sum of products of two second differences, which can be controlled by the last term 
in (5.11). 

(5.12) 

E HfTr'H = 4 'A E A (aj+l/2A+fj)Tqj/-A (aj+l/2A+fj) 
j j 

= j a4 (A A+fj)Taf aiAA+fj + Aeo E O(|A~uj 3). 

The main idea in estimating the third term in (5.10) is to utilize the symmetric 
property so that every term can be combined into the product of three differences. 
For any symmetric matrix A, we have as in Lemma 3.1 that 

(5.13) - Z(Aobj)TAbj = 1 a bfTAoAbj - (A+b3)T A+AA+bj. 

Similar to (3.25)-(3.27), we have 

E FTr('Hj = -1j3 (AOfj)TjiA _(aj+l/2A+uj) 
j j 

= ' A3 ZAO( rty+fj)T ri'ajA+uj + AdE 50(IA+Uj 3). 4 
J 

j 

We know from (5.6) that V/(aj( r4') is symmetric. Hence we can apply the 

identity (5.13) to the first term on the right-hand side of the above equality with 

bj replaced by Ar,'A+fj. As a result that every term now is decomposed as the 

product of three differences, we obtain 

(5.14) 5FJTqr'H = Ao 2 O(|/+Uj ) 

The estimate of the last three terms in (5.10) is rather straightforward since 
every term is the sum of products of more than three differences. One has from a 
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direct estimate that 

(5.15) E JJTnr'J + 2 E JJTnl'(Fj + Hj) < AEo O(I +uj) 
j i j 

Finally, combining (5.11)-(5.12) with (5.14)-(5.15), we have 

12 < 1 Z (3Af)'r4'A _ 1A2 Z('AAfj)''AA f 

(5.16) 
+ 4 Z(AA f)TaT'jaajrAA+fj + AE0 + 

Estimating 13 simply follows from the fact that each term is the sum of products 
of more than three difference factors 

(5.17) 131 < C(Fj13 + jHj3 + Jj3) <AeoCZ A\u 

Combining (5.9) with (5.16), we have 

S ( n+ 1 - ~7n) ? - A,30 5 | /\ + Uj 1 3- 8 2 (1 -o e) 5 (A/\A_ /\ + f j )'r A 
- /\ < - + f1 

i j J 

+ A(1 + ?o + E 2)C A+uj 3 

For i0 large and 60 small, we have 

E(7jn+1 _ 7jn) < -AC1 |A+Uj|3 -A202 5 _,AA+ fi J j i~~~~~~- 2 
2 

3 

This gives 

Proposition 5.1. Let 0 be the Lax- Wendroff approximate solutions (5.1)-(5.2) of 
the hyperbolic systems of conservation laws (1.1) with a convex entropy rq. Assume 
that Uh is uniformly bound and the coefficient 3 in (5.2) is suitably large and the 
CFL number 60 given by (1.3) is suitably small. Then 

(5.18) ,(ujn)h + A 5 IAu+kl3h + A2 5 AA_,A+f (U/)12h < C. 
j ki<n;j k<n;j 

5.2. H-1 compactness estimates. For any c2 convex entropy pair (ri, q) and 
any q(x,t) E CO, q5> 0, we denote q5' = q5(xjtn) and 

Ih 69)-h, /on (77/(Ujn+1 
_ 

)-q(U~n) ) + 
o n (q Un)- (Un ) ) Ih(c/) _=hE 1r(~?)-r(u) AEq5>q u 1) -q 

j,n j,n 

As (3.37), we have from the Taylor expansion that 

Ih(c/)) = h#jn ((,j4)TFj + lA/oqj + ( )T'Hj + ( )T'jj) 
i'2 j,n 

(5 .19) + 1 h 5q5Xn (Fj + H3 + J3 )T 'r4' (F3 + H3 + J3) 
j,n 

+ 2 h ,qd) jn (1,) (Fj + Hj + J3) 3 Ilh () + I2h (q) + I3h (). 
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Estimate of I{U The estimate of the last term in Ih is similar to that in (3.38) 

and (3.39). 

(5.20) n(, )3J < _Al3o (n + X1)lA~aj13 a + AC 

3,n 3,n 3,n 

Similar to that in (3.41), one can obtain 

(5.21) 

oin (, )T H3 < _A2 5n ( A+ffj)T'Afj + AoC E (o n + on 
3 

j,n 

The estimate of the first term in Ih is similar to that in (3.40). One has 

ofn ((7431)T F + on\\O ) 1 ((qjl)T\o fj _ \O qj) 
+ ~AAoq3) ' -Aq5(4)Af-Aq) 

j,n 3,n 
< AC j(on + on 1)A+u313 + ACE |A+U3 121A+q 

| 

j,n j,n 

The estimates (5.20)-(5.21) yield 

Ilh 
(c)) 

< E3h (q5n 
+ 

on~) 
A+u3 

13 _ 1 A2h 
Eqon (,A+ 

f)''A 
j,n j,n 

+ A(1 + Eo)Ch (on + on )1A+u3|3 + A(1 + Eo)ChE |A+U _1+On| 
,n 3jn 

We can similarly estimate I2h and 13h. Finally we have 

Ih(c!5) <-2 A/30h ,(qn + on ) 1A+u3 3 A2Ch n ( _A+ fj)2 
,n ,n 

+ Ah + /\Uj 12 (IA /+n o \ 
n 

I) + IA 
?2 

E(,on +on 1) IA\uj 13. + AChE A_~2A~5 Aon5) + ACEOh(q + 
j,n ,n 

We choose i30 large and Eo small and then have 

Ih (c) < ACh E j/A+Uj12Q(A+njq + IAnql) < hla-1/3 lq? 

j,n 

Therefore, we obtain 

Proposition 5.2. Under the same assumptions of Proposition 5.1, 

(5.22) 
ET@n ('(un+l) )-r(Un)) h + 'A E 0q(q(Un+i) - q(Un ))h < Ch-1/3flq>lca, 

j,n ,n 

for C2 convex entropy pair (ri, q) and q E CO', q > 0. 

Similar to Section 3.3, we can show that &trl(uh) + &xq(uh) is compact in HJ]' 

for any convex entropy pair (r, q). For a general entropy function we write it 

as a linear combination of two convex entropy functions as we have explained in 

Section 4. Hence we have 
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Proposition 5.3. Under the same assumptions of Proposition 5.1, atr(uh) + 

&xq(uh) is compact in H-1 for any C2 entropy pair (rq, q). 

5.3. Convergence and entropy consistency. Now we are concerned with the 
convergence of uniformly bounded approximate solutions of 2 x 2 systems of conser- 
vation laws endowed with global Riemann invariants and the entropy consistency 
of boundedly convergent Lax-Wendroff numerical solutions of general hyperbolic 
systems of conservation laws with a convex entropy. 

One important example of the 2 x 2 systems is the elasticity equations (cf. [5]): 

&tv -&u = O. &tu -&U(v) = O, 

where u is the specific volume, v is the strain, and oa is the stress-strain relation 
satisfying u'(v) > 0. The numerical experiments indicate that the Lax-Wendroff 
approximate solutions (Vh, Uh) are uniformly bounded. It is important from the 
viewpoint of numerical analysis whether uniformly bounded Lax-Wendroff numer- 
ical solutions may generate some oscillations. The following theorem shows that, 
if (Vh, Uh) is uniformly bounded, then it indeed strongly converges to the corre- 
sponding entropy solution. The proof follows from Theorem 2.2, the estimates in 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2, and similar compactness arguments as in the scalar cases. 

Theorem 5.1. Consider a 2 x 2 genuinely nonlinear and strictly hyperbolic system 
of conservation laws (1.1) endowed with global Riemann invariants. Let uh(X, t) be 
the Lax- Wendroff approximate solutions. Assume that Uh is uniformly bounded and 
the coefficient 3 in (5.2) is suitably large and the CFL number 60 given by (1.3) 
is suitably small. Then there is a subsequence (still denoted as) Uh such that 
Uh(X,t) -* u(x,t) a.e. as h -* 0 and u is the entropy solution of (1.1) satis- 
fying otri(u) + sxq(u) < 0 in D' for any convex entropy (ri, q). 

For a general system, we conclude that the numerical solutions of the Lax- 
Wendroff scheme, if they are boundedly convergent, then converge to the entropy 
solutions. A similar result has been obtained by Majda and Osher [15] for the 
semi-discrete case of time-dependent systems and for the fully discrete case of time- 
independent systems. 

Theorem 5.2. Consider a general system of genuinely nonlinear and strictly hy- 
perbolic conservation laws (1.1) endowed with a convex entropy. Let Uh(X, t) be the 
uniformly bounded Lax-.Wendroff approximate solutions converging boundedly a.e. 
to u(x, t). Assume that the coefficient /3 in (5.2) is suitably large and the CFL 
number 60 given by (1.3) is suitably small. Then u is the entropy solution of (1.1) 
satisfying otr(u) + o9xq(u) < 0 in D' for any convex entropy pair (ri, q). 

A typical example for such a system is the system of gas dynamics in Lagrangian 
coordinates: 

at + uax P =0, 
\EJ \pu 

where v > 0 denotes the specific volume of the gas, u the velocity, p > 0 the 
pressure, E = 1U2 + e the total specific energy and e the specific internal energy. 
The additional conservation law assumes the form ot (-S) < 0 for physical solutions. 
For polytropic gases, -S(v,u,E) = -log(E - 1U2)- (-y - 1) log v is a strictly 
convex function of the state variables v, u, and E for y > 1, a fixed constant, 
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E~Iu2 
and p = (- 1) ]2 A(S)v' . Theorem 5.2 indicates that uniformly bounded 
convergent Lax-Wendroff approximation is consistent with this system. 

6. THE MACCORMACK SCHEME AND RiCHTMYER SCHEME 

An efficient implementation of the Lax-Wendroff scheme is to use two step 
splitting methods. One particularly popular version is the following MacCormack 
scheme: 

fL n = - AA+ - f +(Un) 
(6.1) i~ 3u - 

u n+1 = 1 (un + n) - AA f (fjn) + AA-(O n 1/21A+f IA+Un) 

The convergence of this scheme is very much similar to what we did for the Lax- 
Wendroff scheme in Sections 3-5. We only state some convergence theorems and 
show those arguments that are different from ones of the previous sections. 

We first rewrite the MacCormack scheme (6.1) as follows 

(6.2) U~ =u?n + F?n + H7? + ?J 

where 

Fn = _AAof (Un), 
j 2 m- 

Hj='A2A_ Au3 
fn 1 n) _ f(\tU (i~) f)U2)U~ii 

(6.3) j= 1 An/- (f (Uj)-f -f'(Uj)(u?-i?)) 

J7 = AhA/(!j3+l/21A+a(u I+U ), 

a(U0) - A+fj/A+uj 
1~~/2 = ~+ 1/2 + An l/\+ajl 

Clearly, we can carry out the analysis without any difference in the absence of the 
term Htjn. We only point out that Hkm can only produce third-order terms and can 
be controlled by the viscosity term based on the following facts. 

First, we notice that in in (6.1) is always in the interval [Up,' Un 1] provided the 
CFL number is less than 1/2. Using the Taylor expansion and (6.1), one has 

(6.4) 
fnu7) - f(iin) - fI (Un) Q(U - iin) = //(q)u( -n = i2 2f f(Un))4 

Substituting (6.4) into Hf and using the summation by parts, one has 

(6.5) 

S ,71(zt2)H7 = _- 4 A+jf"(q) (A+f(Uj))4 < 
AcE2C 5 (Sn) |+Uj3, 

j Li j 

E7' r"(Un) (Hn) 2 = 1A6 E r"(z() (A f (a/(C)ri\/A (Un/)\2)2 

(6.6) i 

< Ag C5c (sn)jA+unj3 
j 
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and 

S q//"()F-H A =-7) Ad 5 (u1)Aof (uj?)/\ - (a'(a7) (A\+f (u))2) 

(6.7) < I 

? AEO 3s)I\u~3 
j 

Now we treat another two step version of the Lax-Wendroff scheme-the Richt- 
myer scheme, 

2X1/ = 2jux +u>)- 'AA (u?), 

(6.8) uX =u2h -Ad\-f(U.X+1/2) + AA3-7(+112IA+f'(U37)jA+U? ) 

We can rewrite it into the form 

(6.9) u'+= U+ + F +H+ H7?J7, 

where 
(6.10) 

F7 =-1An/A0f(Ul) 

j 2 n ( /\X(,A+f9) 
Hjn-1A2 

j 

H7n = 2An/\-& \ (fujn) + f (ujn+) -2f(iibn 2)f- (Uf'(uJ/2)(ui ? UJ+1- 2iQ2)), 

HJ = A (/3+?i2i\+ a (u )jAu) , 'A 1 + 1/2 + An2 j 3+f7/A+u7 

It is also easy to verify that 117 can produce only third-order terms and can be 
controlled by the viscosity term. 

Therefore we have the following theorems corresponding to those of the Lax- 
Wendroff scheme in Sections 3-5 nnder the same assumptions. 

Theorem 6.1. Let uh(X, t) be approximate solutions of the convex scalar conser- 
vation laws (1.1) and (3.1) by the the MacCormack scheme (6.1) or the Richtmyer 
scheme (6.8). Then there is a subsequence strongly converging to the weak solution 
of (1.1) satisfying the entropy inequalities. 

Theorem 6.2. Let uh(x, t) be approximate solutions of the scalar conservation 
laws (1.1) or (4.4) by the MacCormack scheme (6.1) or by the Richtmyer scheme 
(6.8) with the artificial viscosity term (4.1). Then there is a subsequence strongly 
converging to the weak solution of (1.1) satisfying the entropy inequalities. 

Theorem 6.3. Consider a general 2 x 2 genuinely nonlinear and strictly hyper- 
bolic system of conservation laws (1.1) endowed with global Riemann invariants. 
Let Uh(X, t) be the uniformly bounded approximate solutions of the MacCormack 
scheme (6.1) or the Richtmyer scheme (6.8). Then there is a subsequence (still 
denoted as) Uh such that Uhh(X,t) -* u(x,t) a.e. as h -* 0 and u is the entropy 
solution of (1.1) satisfying atQ7(u) + &xq(u) < 0 in 19' for any C2 convex entropy 
pair (r, q). 

Theorem 6.4. Consider a general system of hyperbolic conservation laws (1.1) en- 
dowed with a convex entropy. Let Uh(X, t) be the approximate solutions of the Mac- 
Cormack scheme (6.1) or the Richtmyer scheme (6.8). If Uh converges boundedly 
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a. e. u(x, t), then u(x, t) is the entropy solution of (1.1) satisfying tq(u) + ?&q(u) < 

0 in D' for any C2 convex entropy pair (rq, q). 
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